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OUTLINE OF THE ARGUMENT 

 
§1 This talk addresses   phonological nonuniformity among affixes, 

       i.e.  two or more affixes induce different phonological behaviours 
        despite being apparently identical w.r.t. the relevant phonological properties. 

E.g.                stress shift     spirantization   
      democrat  [ɑdɛmə(k)æt]    democrac-y [d,ɑm-k)əs,]†  to antepenult     yes 
         democrat-ist [d,ɑm-k)ət,st]  to antepenult    no 

           democrat-ic [(dɛməɑk)æt,k]  to penult     no 
           democrat-ish [ɑdɛmə(k)æt,ʃ]  no       no 

      † 
 Final /,/ tensed allophonically to short [i] only in some dialects: e.g. not in conservative RP nor in Manchester. 

     
§2  I highlight two useful comparison criteria for theories of affixal nonuniformity: 

    • the division of labour between solutions based on representation, computation, or storage; 

                     architectural 
    • the division of labour between            limits on computational nonuniformity. 
                  emergent diachronic 
 
§3  The view from Stratal Phonology: 

  (i) Interstratal computational nonuniformity 

Different strata may be computationally nonuniform, 

i.e.   domains defined by morphosyntactic constituents of different rank (stems / words / phrases) 
   can be subject to different phonological functions (in OT, to different constraint rankings). 

  (ii) Intrastratal computational uniformity (= No parallel cophonologies) 

   Within the same stratum, all domains are computationally uniform: 

   i.e.   domains defined by morphosyntactic constituents of the same rank 
      are subject to the same phonological function (in OT, the same constraint ranking). 

     (e.g. Kiparsky 1982a, 1982b, 2000, 2015; Bermúdez-Otero 2010, 2012, 2018c) 
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§4  The representational corollary of intrastratal computational uniformity 

Productive nonuniformity among domains of the same rank must be solved representationally:   e.g. 

  • affixation to any bound root defines a stem-level domain,                (e.g. Bermúdez-Otero 2018c: 115) 

  • yet English deradical suffixation shows high metrical nonuniformity:         (e.g. Kager 1989: chs 1-2) 

       …σ+̆suffix   …σ+̄suffix 
  -ic   (æn.ɑθ)-.p,<k>  (da,.ɑdæk.t,<k>   final consonant extrametricality 
  -al   ɑn-.m,.<nl>̩  ,.ɑtNː.<nl>̩    final syllable extrametricality  
  -oid  ɑh-.mə.<(nɔ,d>  ə.ɑ)æk.<(nɔ,d>   weak retraction before stressed suffix 
  -able  ,n.ɑd-.m,.<tə.bl>̩ (,.n,.ɑlQk.<tə.bl>̩  weak retraction before unstressed suffix 
  -ize   ɑRæl.və.<(na,z>  ɑ)ɛ.kəR.<(na,z>   strong retraction 

   � This nonuniformity must reflect 
    differences in the UR of the suffixes,      (e.g. Arndt-Lappe & Sanz 2017, Bermúdez-Otero 2018c: 116-7) 

   and not constraint indexation,                                                                (e.g. Pater 2000, 2009) 
      parallel cophonologies,                                          (e.g. Raffelsiefen 2004, Zamma 2013) 
      etc. 
 
§5  Stratal Phonology’s approach to nonuniformity faces two challenges: 

  (i) The challenge from the right: not enough restraint! 

   Interstratal computational nonuniformity (§3i) is too permissive:              (e.g. McCarthy 2007: 42ff) 

   e.g.   it allows metrical incoherence across strata.                           (Wolf 2012) 

  (ii) The challenge from the left: too much restraint! 

   Intrastratal computational uniformity (§3ii) is too restrictive:      (e.g. Inkelas 2012: 155-6, Sande 2019) 

   e.g.  it cannot cope with English stem-level nonuniformity (§4).                   (Raffelsiefen 2004: 140) 
 
§6  Answering the challenge from the right: diachrony 

 Restrictions on interstratal computational nonuniformity are ‘soft’: 

i.e. they are not built into the architecture of grammar, but emerge diachronically through change. 

  • Metrical incoherence, though rare and short-lived, does exist.           (Benz 2018, Kaplan 2024) 

  • Patterns (in OT, constraint rankings) percolate from stratum to stratum: 

  principally,  by domain narrowing in their life cycle;                 (e.g. Bermúdez-Otero 2011: §3) 
  ancillarily,  by the Martin Effect.                   (Martin 2007, 2011) 

  L No comparable, fully worked-out diachronic solution currently exists for parallel cophonologies. 
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§7  Answering the challenge from the left: a case-study of the English stem level (part 1) 

  Types of stem-level construction: 
    monomorphemic stem      SL albatross    álbatròss  no suffix            one cycle               root + SL affix        SL homin-oid hómin-òid                        suffix    stem + SL affix      two cycles SL SL pyramid  oid  pyrámid-òid 

  Predictions of stem-level computational uniformity: 

  The same phonotactic possibilities (including metrical structures) are available… 

  (i)  …in one-cycle SL items as in two-cycle SL items                  Chung’s Generalization  

       e.g.   σ̆σ̆σ̀̆σ…́    cyclically derived in     imàgin-átion (← imágine) 
          available noncyclically in    apòthe-ósis, Epàminóndas 

  (ii)  …in monomorphemic stems as in stems with SL suffixes     Monomorpheme Generalization 

       e.g.   …σ̄́σ̄ ̀    derived by suffixation in    ellíps-òid (← ellípse), odónt-òid   
          available monomorphemically in  Àgamémnòn  

  L Chung’s Generalization is surprising for monostratal OT with OO-correspondence. 
   The Monomorpheme Generalization is surprising for Cophonology Theory.  
 
§8  Answering the challenge from the left: a case-study of the English stem level (part 2) 

L The representational approach to stem-level nonuniformity (§4) explains both major patterns 
 and subtle facts which Cophonology Theory merely stipulates. 

(i) Pervasive weight effects 

 The ...σ̄́X ~ ...σ́σX̆ pattern is common to affixes of the -al, -oid, and -able types, 
 because, in all its domains, the stem-level phonology requires that Σmin = (µµ) 

(ii) -ize: not so peculiar after all                                                                        (cf. Raffelsiefen 2004) 

   -ize is underlyingly specified as immediately preceded by an unstressed syllable: 

                  σw ͡ σs 
 

            -IZE  ↔      a,z 

 This predicts 

   • metrical idiosyncrasy:  strong retraction with bound roots  récogn-ìze, frátern-ìze 
        ineffability with end-stressed stems  *Búsh-ìze, *corrúpt-ìze 

   • segmental normalcy:  avoids CiVCi through root selection like other root-attaching suffixes 

  e.g.  optimum ~ optim-ize   like optim-al, optim-ific, optim-ism, optim-ist, etc. 
    phenomenon ~ phenomen-ize like phenomen-al, phenomen-ic, phenomen-ology, etc.  
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DEALING WITH AFFIXAL NONUNIFORMITY 

 
  The division of labour between representation, computation, and storage 

 
§9  An abstract example of affixal nonuniformity: 

        in isolation   with suffix 1   with suffix 2  

   stem 1    […A]    […A-X…]    […A-X…]       

   stem 2    […B]    […B-X…]    […C-X…]     7 .     
 
§10  A representational solution:  

        suffix 1  ↔  /X…/ 
    lexicon 
        suffix 2  ↔  /[+C]X…/  where [+C] is an accredited phonological object 
     
    grammar  B → C  /  __ [+C] 

(e.g. Bermúdez-Otero 2012; Scheer 2016; Trommer 2019, 2021, 2024; Zimmermann 2019; inter multos alios) 
 
§11  A computational solution:           

        suffix 1  ↔  /…X /P  
    lexicon 
        suffix 2  ↔  /…X /Q  where P and Q are cophonology diacritics  
     
    grammar  cophonology P : B → B  /  __ X 
        cophonology Q : B → C  /  __ X 

(e.g. Pater 2009; Inkelas 1998, 2012; Sande & Jenks 2018; inter multos alios) 
 
§12  A storage solution:                                     

        stem 1  ↔  /…A / 
    lexicon 
        stem 2  ↔  { /…B/ , /…C/ } 
     
          B → B  /  __ X in the phonology 
    grammar 
        but  CX ≻ BX   in the morphology or the phonology 
 

(e.g. Mascaró 2007; Bermúdez-Otero 2013, 2022; inter multos alios) 
 
§13  A classical division-of-labour problem: 

    • All three solutions are needed; none can be dispensed with. 

    • The hard task is to decide which solution should be applied where. 
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  The agenda for today 

 
§14    • I set aside the role of storage by focusing on productive nonuniform patterns 

 that are not circumscribed to a narrow set of stems. 

  • For the remaining instances, the question boils down to 
 trade-offs between representational and computational solutions. 

 
§15  The Stratal Phonology approach (a reminder): 

    • interstratal computational nonuniformity                                                  (§3i) 
    • intrastratal computational uniformity                                                  (§3ii) 
    • productive intrastratal nonuniformity is representational                                               (§4) 

 
 

DIACHRONY MODERATES INTERSTRATAL COMPUTATIONAL NONUNIFORMITY 

 
The challenge from the right                                                                                               (§5i) 
 

§16  Wolf’s Nightmare                                               (Wolf 2012: 6; see McCarthy 2007: 42ff) 

      UR            /pitekapu/  
      SL  trochees, unstressed vowels reduce  (ɑpi.tə)((ka.pə) 
      WL  iambs, segmental faithfulness   (pi.ɑtə)(ka.ɑpə) 

  � Complete subversion of markedness: reduction to schwa in stressed syllables. 

  � The right’s prescription: • Metrical incoherence across strata must be forbidden.  
          • This is best done by having no strata at all. 
 
  Response 1: metrical incoherence exists                                         (Benz 2018, Kaplan 2024) 
 
§17      Southern Pomo: the pattern                                                                                       (Kaplan 2024) 

                         1         2 ③  4   ⑤    6 

    • Vowel syncope in word-medial odd-numbered input syllables   /ha(ː).ka.t ̪a.lo.ko.k’a/ 
   (syllable phonotactics permitting)            haː.  kat.̪   lok.   k’a 

                      ④      3        ②        1  
    • Stress on every second output syllable counting from the right   haː.  kat.̪   lok.   k’a 
                     [hàː.  kat.̪   lók.   k’a 

    • Vowels delete that would have been stressed if not syncopated: cf.    *[hàː.ka.t ̪à.lo.kó.k’a] 

                     ‘they’re flying out’ 
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§18  Southern Pomo: the analysis                                                                     (adapted from Kaplan 2024) 

   UR                 /ha(ː).ka.t ̪a.lo.ko.k’a/ 
   WL  iambs left-to-right, syncope in word-medial σw   (haː.ká)(t̪∅.ló)(k∅.k’á) 
   PL  trochees right-to-left          (hàː.kat)̪    (lók.k’a) 

  Corroboration:  •  syncope is blind to the phrasal environment; 
       •  surface stress is sensitive to the phrasal environment, including phrasal clitics.   
 
§19  But metrical incoherence is short-lived because hard to learn: 

  see  Kaplan (2024: §5) on Southern Pomo, 
    Bowers (2019)  on Nishnaabemwin. 
 
  Response 2: the life cycle of phonological processes moderates interstratal nonuniformity 

 
§20  Domain narrowing in the history of English /ŋR/-coalescence 

(Garrett & Blevins 2009: 527-528; Bermúdez-Otero 2011: §3, 
2015: 383-6;Bermúdez-Otero & Trousdale 2012: §2.3) 

    • The process as a rule:   R → ∅ / ŋ__ σ] 

    • First active at the phrase level (PL), then at the word level (WL), then at the stem level (SL). 

    • At each diachronic step:  *ŋRσ] » MAX  enters the higher level, mapping ŋRσ] to ŋσ] 

           DEP » *[σŋ  enters the lower level, licensing [σŋV 
            
        e-long-ate  long-ish     prolong it long ‖  *ŋRσ] » MAX    DEP » *[σŋ 

     Early Modern    Vŋ.RV  Vŋ.RV   Vŋ.RV  VŋR    

     Elphinston 1     Vŋ.RV  Vŋ.RV   Vŋ.RV  Vŋ   PL     

     Elphinston 2     Vŋ.RV  Vŋ.RV     V.ŋV  Vŋ   PL, WL      PL 

     Present day     Vŋ.RV    V.ŋV       V.ŋV  Vŋ   PL, WL, SL    PL, WL 
                                                                                                
                 interstratal uniformity restored! 
 
§21  Q.  But isn’t the ranking *ŋRσ] » MAX vacuous at all but the highest stratum where it holds? 

  A.  No! At least not while the change is ongoing. 

    • While /ŋR/-coalescence remains variable, it applies with a certain p in each stratum. 

    • p is larger in lower strata, where the process has been active longer (Turton 2016). 

    • Rates of [R]-presence drop with the number of cycles in which /R/ is in the coda (Guy 1991). 
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  Data from North West England (Bailey 2021):  stem-level p   0.18 
                word-level p   0.30 
                phrase-level p   0.82 

 

Bailey (2021: Figure 8, p. 483). Rates of [R]-presence by environment for conservative speakers. 

More innovative speakers exhibit higher rates of [R]-presence in sing‖ 
owing to a newly emergent process of prepausal [R]-insertion. 

 
§22  Domain narrowing is driven by a WYSIWYG-style bias towards the identity map: 

  Stage 1: input restructuring                                    (Bermúdez-Otero 2003: §4.3-§4.4, 2006: 501-504) 

   Learners need evidence to derive surface [s,ŋ] from word-level /s,ŋR/; 
   when the evidence is not robust, they default to word-level /s,ŋ/. 

          (a) Elphinston 1      (b) Elphinston 2 

      WL output = PL input        /s,ŋR/       /s,ŋ/ 
  
                                                           75%                   25%                   100% 
 
      PL output    [s,ŋ] / __ {C,‖}   [s,ŋR] / __ V   [s,ŋ] 

  Stage 2: phonotactic innovation 

When a learner has posited word-level /s,ŋ/, she will resist abandoning the identity map by 
inserting [R] before a following vowel, even though her data do not contain [ŋV] sequences.  

(At this second stage, the bias towards the identity map produces a bias against alternation without the need for 
OO-correspondence constraints; cf. McCarthy 1998; Hayes 2004; Tessier 2006, 2016; Do 2013, 2018.) 
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§23  We understand some of the factors affecting the probability of domain narrowing (Lignos 2012): 

  for coda-targeting processes, these include the rate of resyllabification into the onset at each level, 
  which is in turn affected by      • the availability of vowel-initial suffixes at the word level, 
                •  phrasal prosody at the phrase level. 

This explains why, historically, word-level coda-targeting processes have been more resistant to 
domain narrowing in Continental West Germanic than in English (Bermúdez-Otero 2015: 385-6). 
 
A new challenge to the left 

 
§24 Stratal Phonology answers the challenge from the right and dispels Wolf’s Nightmare by means of 

the doctrine of the life cycle, which •  is well-articulated theoretically, 
            •  is well-supported empirically, 
            •  and even makes detailed quantitative predictions (§21).  

  But the doctrine of the life cycle crucially relies upon the serial relationship between strata.  

  Therefore,  •  the life cycle doctrine is unavailable to monostratal OT with constraint indexation, 
          which must recapture its corroborated empirical content by alternative means; 

      •  the life cycle doctrine is only of partial service to Cophonologies by Phase, 
          since it moderates computational disparity across successive cycles 
         but says nothing about parallel cophonologies for domains of equal size. 

L It is incumbent upon theories of the left to specify the diachronic mechanisms that supposedly 
moderate computational nonuniformity across parallel cophonologies. 

 
  Response 3: the Martin Effect                                                                        (Martin 2007, 2011) 
 
§25  In the life cycle, domain narrowing causes patterns to move upwards, from lower to higher strata. 

  But there is also a small probabilistic effect of downward leakage: the Martin Effect    

  e.g.   English  lower-than-expected frequency of derived geminates (e.g. /l.l/ in soul-less) 
      because the language has no phonemic geminates    

     observed                                                                           expected (95% confidence interval) 

 
 

Martin (2007: diagram (54), p. 105). Geminates are underrepresented in -less suffixed words. 
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§26 I believe that the Martin Effect will emerge without stipulation in any stochastic version of Stratal 
Phonology, such as Stratal MaxEnt (e.g. Nazarov & Pater 2017). 

  E.g. • Let [A-X] and [B-Y] arise with equal frequency by word-level affixation. 

    • Let [AX] be permitted, and [BY] forbidden, in the output of the stem level. 

    • Then,  word-level frequency of [AX]  > word-level frequency of [BY]. 

    • Then,  a frequency-sensitive learner will learn that [AX]  ≻ [BY] at the word level. 

  Computational simulations should be able to establish whether or not this reasoning is correct. 
 
 

A DEFENCE OF INTRASTRATAL COMPUTATIONAL UNIFORMITY 

 
  The challenge from the left 

 
§27  Intrastratal computational uniformity is too restrictive.                    (e.g. Inkelas 2012: 155-6, Sande 2019) 

  Parade example: English stem-level suffixation 

“there is clear evidence that every (cohering) affix in English is associated with a distinct 
ranking of universal constraints” (Raffelsiefen 2004: 140). 

Prima facie evidence in §4. 
 
  Response 1: same range of metrical possibilities across morphologically heterogeneous items 

 
§28  Three types of stem-level construction:                                                                                   (§7) 
    monomorphemic stem      SL albatross    álbatròss  no suffix            one cycle               root + SL affix        SL homin-oid hómin-òid                        suffix    stem + SL affix      two cycles SL SL pyramid  oid  pyrámid-òid 

       • All subject to the same phonology (in OT, the same constraint ranking); 

  therefore,   • all capable of the same phonotactic range (including metrical structure). 
 
§29  Chung’s Generalization 

  Whatever may arise in a two-cycle stem-level derivation    e.g.  pyrámid-òid 
  is permitted in a one-cycle stem-level item,       e.g.  álbatròss, hómin-òid  
  and vice versa. 

(Bermúdez-Otero 2012: 31, after Chung 1983: 63. See also Bermúdez-Otero and 
McMahon 2006: 400; Kiparsky 2007; Collie 2007: 252ff, 2008; Bermúdez-Otero 2013). 
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§30  The logic spelled out optimality-theoretically:                           (Bermúdez-Otero & McMahon 2006: 400) 

  (i) Cyclic preservation of the 2nd-syllable stress of oríginal in orìginál-ity                    cf. àbracadábra  
   requires FAITH » ALIGN. 

[ω o.rí.gi.nal]+/ity/ FAITH ALIGN 

[ω ò.ri.gi.ná.li.ty] *!  
[ω o.rì.gi.ná.li.ty]   �   * 

(ii) But, by Richness of the Base,  
 FAITH » ALIGN licenses σσ̆̆̀σ̆σ…́ in one-cycle items like apòthe-ósis and Epàminóndas. 

/apòtheosis/ FAITH ALIGN 

[ω à.po.the.ó.sis] *!  
[ω a.pò.the.ó.sis]    �  * 

 
§31  A few more metrical examples:                                                     (much longer list in Sanz Álvarez 2017) 

  (i)     σ̄̀σ̄σ(́…)   derived in two cycles  cómp[ə]nsàte → còmp[ə]nsátion 
         derived in one cycle  cònst[ə]rn-átion, Gòrg[ə]nzóla 

     vs    σ̄̀σ̄̀σ(́…)   derived in two cycles  condénse → cònd[ɛɳ]nsátion 
       derived in one cycle  òst[ɛɳ]nt-átion, chìmp[æɳ]nzée 

(Kiparsky 2007: 26-27, Bermúdez-Otero 2012: 35) 

(ii)        σ̄́σ̄ ̀   derived in two cycles  tòrmént V → tórm[ɛɳ]nt N            cf. cýpr[ə]ss 
       derived in one cycle  cónt-òid, wís[ɛɳ]nt 

   (Bermúdez-Otero 2012: 74)  

(iii)     σ́σ̆σσ̆(̀…)   derived in two cycles  régulàte → régulat-òry (Am.)        
               cf. infláme → inflám-atòry 

       derived in one cycle  véterin-àry (Am.), cátamaràn     cf. [sə.ɑskæ.kə.(w-n] 

(Sanz Álvarez 2017) 

 
§32  A problem for theories combining cophonologies with OO-correspondence (e.g. Raffelsiefen 2004): 

  such theories predict that   what is licensing by high-ranking OO-correspondence 
          may not be licensed by high-ranking IO-faithfulness. 
 
§33  The Monomorpheme Generalization                                                         (Bermúdez-Otero 2017, 2018b) 

  Whatever may arise through faithfulness to the specifications of an affix        e.g.  hómin-òid 
  may arise through faithfulness to the specifications of a monomorphemic stem,     e.g.  álbatròss  
  and vice versa. 
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§34  We have already seen a great deal of evidence for this:                                              (§30-§31) 

  (i)    σ̆σ̆σ̀̆σ(́…)   in suffixed forms   apòthe-ósis, imàgin-átion (← imágine)  
         in monomorphemes  Epàminóndas                    cf. àbracadábra 

  (ii)     σ̄̀σ̄σ(́…)   in suffixed forms   cònst[ə]rn-átion, còmp[ə]nsátion (← cómp[ə]nsàte)  
         in monomorphemes  Gòrg[ə]nzóla 

     vs    σ̄̀σ̄̀σ(́…)   in suffixed forms   òst[ɛɳ]nt-átion, cònd[ɛɳ]nsátion (← condénse)  
       in monomorphemes  chìmp[æɳ]nzée 

(iii)        σ̄́σ̄ ̀   in suffixed forms   cónt-òid, tórm[ɛɳ]nt-∅N (← tòrmént V)            
       in monomorphemes  wís[ɛɳ]nt                            cf. cýpr[ə]ss 

(iv)    σ́σσ̆̆σ(̀…)   in suffixed forms   véterin-àry (Am.), régulat-òry (← régulàte, Am.)        
       in monomorphemes  cátamaràn     cf. [sə.ɑskæ.kə.(w-n]   
 

§35  A problem for all theories countenancing parallel cophonologies: 

  such theories predict that     phonotactic options may be sequestered in affix-specific cophonologies 
            and so not available elsewhere in the language. 

    
§36  Three apparent counterexamples to Chung’s and/or the Monomorpheme Generalization 

  (i)      (…)σ́σσ̆σ   by suffixation    indómĭt-able, pársim[ə]n-y (RP),  
         in monomorphemes?  very few examples: párticiple for some RP speakers 

(cf. Hammond 1999: 271-2) 

  (ii)  σσ̄̀σ(́…)   derived in two cycles      depárment → d[,]pàrméntal (more often d[ìː]pàrméntal) 
         derived in one cycle?  apparently never  

(Dabouis 2017) 

(iii)  σ́σ̆σσ̆̆σ ̆    derived in two cycles  régulàte → [ɑrɛgjələtər,] (ultra-conservative RP) 
       derived in one cycle?  apparently never 

 
§37  Q. How problematic is this counterevidence? 

  A. Not very. All three patterns are rare or obsolescent anyway. 

  (i) -ableSL is losing its weak-retraction behaviour: 

   e.g.  fórmid-able > formíd-able, déspic-able > despíc-able                                     (Wells 2008: s.v.) 

(ii) most stem-level cyclic derivations (≈81%) have clash resolution;   adóre → àdor-átion 

 in the remaining cases, clash resolution occurs variably.     d[,]pàrméntal ~ d[ìː]pàrméntal 

(Dabouis 2017) 
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(iii) [ɑrɛgjələtər,] is dying out; the majority RP option today is [(rɛgjəɑle,tə),].              (Wells 2008: s.v.) 

 
§38  So we don’t need a grammar that allows  (…)σ́σ̆σσ by suffixation, but not in monomorphemes, 

             or σ́σ̆σσ̆̆σ ̆cyclically, but not in one-cycle forms. 

Rather, it is best to have a grammar that designates these options as supermarked everywhere; 

then,  learning theory independently predicts that listed exceptions are vulnerable to lexically 
gradual diachronic loss according to this scale: 

 monomorphemes   >  one-cycle affixed forms > two-cycle affixed forms 
 
Response 2: predictions of a representational approach to English stem-level nonuniformity 

 
§39  Pervasive weight effects  

 A second look at metrical nonuniformity among English stem-level affixes:                    (§4) 

       …σ+̆suffix   …σ+̄suffix 
(i)  -ic   (æn.ɑθ)-.p,<k>  (da,.ɑdæk.t,<k>   final consonant extrametricality 
(ii)  -al   ɑn-.m,.<nl>̩  ,.ɑtNː.<nl>̩    final syllable extrametricality  
(iii)  -oid  ɑh-.mə.<(nɔ,d>  ə.ɑ)æk.<(nɔ,d>   weak retraction before stressed suffix 
(iv)  -able  ,n.ɑd-.m,.<tə.bl>̩ (,.n,.ɑlQk.<tə.bl>̩  weak retraction before unstressed suffix 
(v)  -ize   ɑRæl.və.<(na,z>  ɑ)ɛ.kəR.<(na,z>   strong retraction 
 

§40  Behaviours (i) to (iv) all involve the following pattern: 

...σ̄́X ~ ...σ́σX̆   Ignore some string X at the right edge of the domain; 
     then, build a right-aligned bimoric trochee over the remainder. 

This is consistent with other evidence that, in English,  Σmin = (µµ)       (Bermúdez-Otero 2018a) 

e.g. default   σ̆̀σσ̆̆σ…́  àbracadábra, Wìnnepesáukee 

  default   σ̆σ̄σ̀̆σ…́   Anàximánder, Monòngahéla                   (Dabouis, Fournier & Girard 2017) 

 
§41  Analysis : metrical prespecification                                                      (Bermúdez-Otero 2018c: 116-117) 
 
  IDENT-σ ͡ Σ°:             Σ 
  If a σ is sister to Σmin in the input,                 
  its output correspondent is sister to Σmin.     Σmin  σ         
                    | 
  And the regular phonology          µ 
      controls the size of Σmin.            | 
                 -ABLE  ↔    ə b l 
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  -ize isn’t so peculiar after all                                                                    (cf. Raffelsiefen 2004)  
 
§42  Strong retraction can be handled through metrical prespecification too:                                    (§8ii) 

                  σw ͡ σs 
 

            -IZE  ↔      a,z 
 
§43  What the representational analysis gets right:  

  • metrical idiosyncrasy:  strong retraction with bound roots  récogn-ìze, frátern-ìze 
       ineffability with end-stressed stems  *Búsh-ìze, *corrúpt-ìze 

  • segmental normalcy:  avoids CiVCi through root selection like other root-attaching suffixes 

 e.g.  optimum ~ optim-ize   like optim-al, optim-ific, optim-ism, optim-ist, etc. 
   phenomenon ~ phenomen-ize like phenomen-al, phenomen-ic, phenomen-ology, etc. 

 
§44  Comparison with Raffelsiefen  (2004): 

    • metrical behaviour handled through the ranking of CLASH in an affix-specific cophonology; 

    • segmental behaviour handled through the ranking of SHELL in an affix-specific cophonology. 

  The cophonology analysis fails to distinguish what is idiosyncratic and what is regular about -ize; 
  the representational solution in §42, in contrast, predicts this distinction.  
 
  

CONCLUSION 

 
§45  (i) Representational, computational, and storage solutions for nonuniformity are all needed. 
    The hard task is to decide which solution should be applied where.  

  (ii) Stratal Phonology provides clear guidance on how to draw the division of labour: 

     • interstratal computational nonuniformity 
     • intrastratal computational uniformity 
     • productive intrastratal nonuniformity is representational 

(iii) Stratal Phonology has a full theory of how diachrony moderates interstratal nonuniformity.  

 Nothing comparable exists, at present, for parallel cophonologies. 

(iv) Stratal Phonology’s representational approach to English stem-level nonuniformity makes several 
correct predictions:   • Chung’s Generalization 

  • the Monomorpheme Generalization 
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  • pervasive weight effects 
  • the metrical idiosyncrasy but segmental normalcy of -ize 

These facts are either merely stipulated or not captured at all in theories with parallel 
cophonologies. 
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